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BEST BET R1 15:37

Hill's Legend Black D

T: David Sloan
$1.6

The Hound Says: Had a few chances but has been
placed in seven of eight here and he can carve out
time when in the clear. Should pounce on the arm,
yes.

NEXT BEST R6 17:07

Time Keeper Black D

T: Pat Dennis
$2.0

The Hound Says: Still learning but appears to be a
very nice type and he can really burn early when
give room to move. Should cross early, will prove
hard to reel in.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 8,6,1 
Race 6 - 4 
Race 7 - 2 
Race 8 - 3,5,6,8 

$20 For 166.66%

R1 TAB VENUE MODE Maiden 431m 15:37

HILL'S LEGEND (3) has been placed in seven of
eight over this journey and he gets his chance to
score today. He is armed with an elite turn of
foot and he will be carving out time on the arm.
RHODES MAREE (5) has been consistent to date
and she is expected to fire first up from a spell.
BUNDY DAMAGE (6) is an improving type.
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R2 SKY RACING Maiden F Maiden 431m 15:52

MAXWELL RHODES (2) has been placed in two of
four to date and he will continue to get better
with more racing. He should clear the red early
and he will prove hard to reel in. GIDDY UP SALLY
(4) has been consistent to date and she will dial
up the pressure mid race, while CYCLONE JASPER
(6) could be the value runner.
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R3 WWW.IPSWICHGREYHOUNDS.COM NOV 431m 16:12

MORRISETTE (4) was backed for plenty at
Capalaba last time and he was able to show his
best with a top 19.95 win. The draw is a slight
concern but he has a nice turn of foot once
balanced. HARA'S NELLY (5) was a top 25.35
winner here four runs back and she can atone
for some luckless runs since. KOKODA BEACH (7)
may run a cheeky race.
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R4 DOVER & SONS NOV 431m 16:27

DISORDERLY (5) has been ultra impressive in his
two runs to date and although poorly drawn
today, a clean getaway should see him figure in
the finish. SIDONIA (7) regained some confidence
when placed here two runs back and she can
work into the mix in the middle stages. INTO
OBLIVION (8) should get a nice cart across early
on.
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R5 GREYHOUNDS MAKE GREAT PETS 3rd/4th Grade 431m 16:47

BALMY NIGHTS (8) has been racing in strong
company of late and she should be suited to this
journey. She is armed with good early burn and
she likes to stay wide in her races. FERNANDO
GRAND (6) is clearly the most talented chaser in
the event but he will need some luck early on.
POSEIDON RUSH (1) is racing with confidence
and has pace to burn.
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R6 RED DOG MECHANIX 5th Grade H 5th Grade 520m 17:07

TIME KEEPER (4) is still learning the caper but he
has a couple of very quick wins to his credit and
he is armed with a dynamic turn of foot. Should
get room to move early, no excuses. VIC VEGAS
(3) has been placed in six of his past seven and
he will dial up the pressure in the middle stages.
WAINGRO (8) has been impressive in his past
three.
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R7 GARRARD'S HORSE AND HOUND 5th Grade
H

5th
Grade 520m 17:27

JOURNALIST (2) has been a little costly of late but
he is a beast when on song and he looks very
well graded in this. He should pounce on the arm
and he will be carving out scorching sectionals.
TEN PARS (1) was a strong 31.14 winner here
recently and she is capable of going a lot faster,
while AT THE ROXY (4) shows promise and has
pace to burn.
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R8 GJ WALSH & CO 5th Grade H 5th Grade 520m 17:47

ROYAL LOOK (3) has always done her best racing
here and she has won three of her past five in
good company. Should clear the inside two
runners, hard to reel in. COMICAL TRAVIS (5) has
regained some confidence in his past two here
and he just needs a little luck early on.
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R9 JUST GREYHOUND PHOTOS 5th Grade 431m 18:10

OSCAR DUTTON (7) has been simply brilliant in
his past two wins and he appears to be the real
deal. He is reliable at box rise and he went
through the middle marker in a ridiculous 13.20
last time out. SPRING OLIVER (8) has been
impressive in his four runs since moving to QLD
and he will get a nice cart across early. SPRING
TINO (1) has claims
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R10 TAB 5th Grade 431m 18:28

MAJESTIC MONEY (9) gets a gig from the yellow
and he appears to be a nice prospect. He is
armed with slick speed once balanced and he
should burn them off through the bend. IT'S THE
ZIGGY (4) can unwind a powerful finish and he
just needs a clear crack in the middle stages,
while DAHOMEY GEMINI (8) is expected to race
well fresh.
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R11 SKY RACING 4th/5th Grade 431m 18:50

ARCHIE TRICK (1) will need some room early on,
however he does possess a wonderful turn of
foot and he owns a slick 25.03 PB here. Should
hold his spot early, hard to hold out. SUZIE
DUTTON (2) had little luck when resuming from a
spell and she will be much better for the run.
MAKE IT COUNT (8) can work into the mix in the
middle stages of the race
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